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--- Note: The images on this page are photos of the actual album. Minor differences in color may exist due to the use of a camera flash. Images can be zoomed in/out (such as a pinch of fingers on a tablet or smartphone) I think you know all about the greatest album ever made? Think again. Here are 50 facts you don't know about The Beatles' Sgt Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band. After the official release of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, on June 1, 1967, he spent the rest of the year at No 1 in the UK charts and returned to the top on February 3, 1968, replacing the soundtrack to The Sound Of Music and spent 15 weeks at No 1 in America. In 2003, Rolling Stone #1 on the list of the 500 Greatest
Albums of All. Sergeant Pepper was recorded using four-way equipment. Critic Kenneth Tynan described it as a defining moment in the history of Western civilization. Time magazine called it a historic departure in the progress of music. Paul plays the piano on a day in the life. The BBC has banned a Day in Life because of the phrase I would like to include
you; with the BBC claiming it could encourage permissive attitudes towards taking drugs. The recording was completed on April 21, 1967 and released on June 1. George RR Martin recorded the noise of the crowd at the beginning of With a little help from my friends during the Beatles concert at the Hollywood Bowl. The Oxford Encyclopedia of British
Literature called it the most important and influential rock 'n' roll album ever recorded. Pop artists Peter Blake and Yann Haworth designed the album cover of McCartney's drawing. Engineer Jeff Emerick said: We spent three weeks on mono mix and maybe three days on the stereo. Paul plays Lowry's organ on Lucy in the sky with diamonds. The Beatles
sold copies of the coats they wore on the album's sleeve in their short-lived Apple Boutique. - Ringo's drums on A Day In The Life were described as one of his most inventive drum parts in the recording; John lyrics for Being for the good of Mr. Kite! Of the 1843 poster for Pablo Funk's circus that he bought at an antique shop in Kent while filming a promo film
for Strawberry Fields Forever. George RR Martin plays a harpsichord on Fixing A Hole. Richard Goldstein described She's Leaving Home in a 1967 review of The New York Times as boring. George RR Martin plays harmonies on Being for the benefit of Mr. Kite! John drew inspiration for the lyrics of the song A Day in the Life of the newspaper: I wrote a song
with the Daily Mail propped up in front of me on the piano... there was a paragraph of about 4,000 pot in Blackburn, Lancashire. George plays a tambourine on Lucy in the sky with diamonds. The album cover cost almost 3,000 pounds, which is 60 times more than was usually spent at the time. 700 hours was spent recording the album. In 2006, music
scientist David Scott Castan described it as the most and the most influential rock 'n' roll album ever recorded. The Beatles played the acetate of the album to singer Cass Elliott in her flat off Kings Road in Chelsea at six in the morning, full volume with speakers installed open windows. In 1967, it was the third largest album of the year in America. Three days
after the release, Jimi Hendrix Experience opened the show at London's Saville Theatre with a rendition of the title track; Harrison and McCartney attended the performance. The collage on the cover includes 57 photographs and 9 wax figures that depict a variety of famous people. The New York Times Book Review described it as a harbinger of the song's
golden renaissance. In 2008, the bass drum skin used on the cover was sold at auction for 670,000 pounds. A TV advert for Kellogg's corn flakes inspired John on Good Morning America. Paul originally wrote the tune for When I'm 64 in the late 1950s as an instrumental instrument, and his version was sometimes performed by the Beatles during their
Hamburg shows. When Paul was asked why Elvis Presley wasn't on the album cover, he said, Elvis was too important and too far above the others, not to mention... so we didn't put him on the list because he was more than just... Pop singer, he was Elvis King. - The BBC has banned being for Mr Kite's benefit! because of the phrase Henry the Horse,
because of a phrase that contains two common slang terms for heroin. While the BBC thought Lucy in the sky with diamonds was a reference to LSD; John insisted it was from pastel drawings of his four-year-old son Julian. At the 1968 Grammy Awards, Sergeant Pepper won Best Album, Graphic Art, Best Engineering Record, Nonclassical and Best
Contemporary Album. He also won Album of the Year, the first rock album to receive this honor. Paul sings 5 vocals, John sings 3, they share the lead on two, on one song John, Paul and George share the lead and Ringo sings the lead on one song. In 1967 it was the best-selling album of the year in the UK. The album's inner sleeve included works by
Dutch designers, The Fool'. According to Paul, one of the things we were very in those days were eye messages... So with Michael Cooper inside the photo, we all said: Now look into this camera and really say I love you! Really try to feel the love; really give love through it! He'll come out; This will show; it's an attitude. And that's what it is, if you look at it,
you'll see a lot of effort out of your eyes. - The lyrics were printed in full on the back cover, the first time it was done on a rock album. At the end of George's song, there's a laugh inside you without you. According to George, well, after all that long Indian stuff you want some easy relief. This is a release after five minutes of sad music. In 1994, Sergeant
Pepper took first place Colin Larkin's album All Time Top 1000. Ringo says: My greatest memory is of Sergeant Peppera Peppere I learned how to play chess. The album was recorded at Abbey Road Studios, with the exception of Fixing a Hole, which was recorded at Regent Sound Studio in London on February 9, 1967. The string section and harp on She
Leaves Home, was organized by Mike Leander. Saxophone on Good Morning, Good Morning Is the British Beat boom band Sounds Incorporated. Newsweek's Jack Kroll called it a masterpiece, comparing the lyrics to those of Edith Sitwell, Harold Pinter and T.S. Eliot; A Day in the Life he compared to Eliot's Earth of Waste. Langdon Winner told Rolling
Stone magazine: The closest Western civilization has come to unity since the Vienna Congress in 1815 became the week of the release of The Sgt. Pepper. In every city in Europe and America radio stations played ... and everyone listened. Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band is being re-released. Scroll down to read that in each version, along with a full
track list for the super luxe box set, and order a reissue here. Various versions of Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band re-release: Standard CD: The new 2017 stereo mix, complete with original UK album edited for LP end due to groove. Deluxe 2CD (and digital edition): A new stereo album mix on Disc One, plus a second CD of 18 tracks, including
previously unreleased full takes from the album of 13 songs, re-mixed in stereo and sequences in the same manner as the album. Disc Two also includes a new stereo mix and a previously unreleased instrumental take by Penny Lane, as well as a 2015 stereo mix and two previously unreleased full berets 'Strawberry Fields Forever'. Deluxe 2LP: The new
stereo album mix on Disc One and previously unreleased full takes from the album of 13 songs, re-mixed in stereo and sequences in the same manner as the album, on disc two. Super Deluxe 4CD-DVD-Blu-Ray: CD1 has a new 2017 stereo album mix. Compact albums 2 and 3 include 33 additional recordings from studio sessions, most of which have not
previously been published and have been first mixed with four-tape sessions sequenced in chronological order of their recording dates, as well as the new 2017 stereo mix 'Penny Lane' and the 2015 stereo mix 'Strawberry Fields Forever'. CD4 includes live coverage of the album's original mono-mix, as well as the singles Strawberry Fields Forever and
Penny Lane, as well as the US promo mono-mono-mix Penny Lane and previously unreleased early mono-mix She's Leaving Home, A Day If The Life and the once-lost early monocom picture Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds. DVD and Blu-ray discs include the album's new 5.1 surround audio mixes and The Penny Lane Giles Martin and Sam Okell, as well
as their 2015 5.1 surround sound mix Strawberry Fields Forever, along with high-resolution audio mixes of the album, 'Penny Lane' and 2015 stereo mix 'Strawberry Field Forever'. In addition, these discs will include 4K restored promo clips for Fields Forever, Penny Lane and Day in the Life, as well as the making of Sergeant Pepper, a restored, previously
unreleased documentary originally aired in 1992. Full tracklist for super deluxe edition box set: CD1: St Pepper's 2017 stereo mix 'Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band' 'With a little help from my friends' 'Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds' 'Getting Better' 'Fixing A Hole' 'She Leaves home' 'Being for the good of Mr. Kite! Inside You Without You When I'm Sixty-
Four Beautiful Rita Good Morning 'Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band' sgt pepper album cover high resolution
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